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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to set a standard from
which an old age retirement home can be conceived, and de
signed for Great Falls, Montana.

Great Falls is the largest

city in the state of Montana, but does not have a retirement
home at the present time. Great Falls has approximately 9.8
percent of it's population 65 years of age and over, and def
initely needs a retirement home for it's senior citizens.
As people age they choose to.stay where their roots are.
But as they become older, and more infirm, it is increasingly
difficult to find a place to live that is convenient, safe
and within their price range.

The reduced income of compulsory

retirement affects practically every older citizen.

And with

the changing social order, of parents living independently of
their married children—even when the children are not on the
move—a vast need for housing for the older people has arisen.
Retirement housing will probably be retired by those
elderly people who now live:
(a

With married children

(b

In walk-up apartments

(c

Alone

(d

Independently, but want to relinquish responsibilities

(e

In substandard housing

(f

In housing that has been designed with no considera
tion of the needs of the aged.

When we realize that the life span of all of us is
increasing and that young people are marrying earlier it becomes
evident that most of us will live a third of our lives after
our children leave home.

As intelligent citizens, we all have

a responsibility to see to it that there is adequate housing
to meet the needs of the increasing number of aging citizens
and that need is increasing.
This preliminary research stage is not intended to be
"original" material on the design of a retirement home, rather
it's primary purpose is to bring together existing literature
in an orderly context which brings out important considerations
necessary for the final design solution.
The content of this report is divided into three parts.
Part one deals with the basic understanding of the conditions
creating a need for old—age retirement housing, and the
design considerations involved.

Part two is concerned with

the basic location conditions and the immediate site conditions.
Part three is a study of the basic functions of a retirement
home, aesthetics, and economic considerations.
This research was made as a fulfillment of Architecture
489, required for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in Architecture,
from Montana State College, Architectural Department, Bozeman,
Montana, Professor Harold C. Rose', Director.

What to build is a question we can answer
when we have determined exactly for whom
we will build. It is necessary to have a
clear and detailed acquaintance with the
elderly — with their natures, their phys
ical limitations, and their aspirations—
before we can formulate a suitable environ
ment. This section is a study of these
factors.

GROWTH OF THE AGED POPULATION

GROWTH OF THE AGED POPULATION
In 1960, in the United States there were 17 million people
65 years of age and over. • This is more than 5 times as many in
this age group as there were in 1900, Four percent of the pop
ulation in 1900 were 65 and over. The population projections
indicate that by 1980 there will be over 25.5 million persons
of this same age group if the present level of increase contin
ues. This indicates that there is an increasing need for re
tirement housing, (See. Fig. l)
Millions
300
Fiff. 1 Population
age distribution
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100

Under 18
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1961

1940
1920
1960
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An increasing life expectancy is the main reason for the
increase in the aged group.

Life expectancy has increased

rapidly in the third quarter of this century.

Between 1900 and

1950, life expectancy at birth increased by 17.6 years for men
and 20,3 years for women* (1*9)) These past gains reflect the

reduction of mortality in the early years of life} the gains
in adult life expectancy have been relatively modest. Cur
rently, however, there are advances in life expectancy in
the middle and later years#

Women have made greater gains than

men, and this is the primary reason for the greater number of
women than men in the middle and later years.
Distribution
In 1960, the highest concentrations of older persons were
found generally, amoung the Northeastern States and the MiddleWestern States, The porportion of persons 65 and over to those
under 65 in a state reflects past trends in fertility, mortal
ity, and migration.

Out—^nigration has tended to rise and in-

migration to lower, the percentage of people 65 and over in a
state. The reason for this is that younger people tend to
move more often, and farther distances than older people.
With the exception of urbanized areas of 3 million people
or more, the percentage of population of 65 and over tends to
increase with the decrease in concentration of the populated
areas 1,000 to 2,500, and in incorporated rural areas of less
than 1,000 inhabitants. (1*16) Persons 65 and over make up 9.7
percent of Montana's population.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Poor financial and housing conditions of the majority of
persons 65 years of age and over indicate a need for adequate
low rent old age housing.
Financial
The financial situation of older people is strongly in
fluenced by lack of employment income.

Only 24$ of persons

65 and over have income from employment, and often they only
work part time.

Five percent of this age group have no in

come from employment or public programs, (See Fig. 2)

Employment 24%
Other Public
Programs 11%
not receiving OASI
No Income From
Employment Or
Public Programs 5%
Public Assistance 15%

Fig# 2 Aged income from specified source, June, 1960
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In 1958, counted as-individuals 57% of the persons 65 and over
had an annual income under $1000, and 8C$ had under $2000 an
nual income, including married women dependent on their husbands.

Families averaging 2.6 persons with providers 65 and over* had
a medium annual income of $2,670, including that contributed
by any younger family members.

One—third of the 3% million

aged persons live alone or with nonrelatives, and have under
$1000 total annual income. (li24) Others living in insti
tutions or with young relatives are generally not financially
well off. (See Fig. 3)

Annual
Income 1958
Under $1000

20
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Z3

•
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2000-2999
l
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4000-4999
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i
1

Fig, 3 Annua} income for men 65 years old and ov^r in 1938
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These foregoing facts indicate that there is a greater need for
low rent retirement housing than for the higher income old age
groups.
Public programs such as old age, survivors, and disabil
ity insurance are, in most cases, the largest part of the old
age income. These programs pay benefits to 66/o of persons 65
and over in the United States.

Old Age Security Insurance

benefits axe intended as a minimum protection to be supplemented
by savings or by other resources as necessary, private or pub
lic.

In 1959, 68% of the Montanans 65 and over received Old

Age Security Insurance and Old Age Assistance Benefits. (l*2l)
Older persons often have savings of some kind.

Usually

the bulk of these savings are invested in their home, farm,
or business, and are not readily convertible into cash.

Ac

cording to Federal Reserve studies approximately 28% of the
aged persons in 1957 had no liquid assets.

Therefor, most as

sets are not readily available for use as an increase to in
come.
Rising prices are presenting a difficult problem for many
older persons.

Fees and charges for medical care have increased

by 46^o since 1950.

The combined cost for all items represented

in the Consumer Price Index has Increased 22£o, (See Fig. 4)
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Due to the fixed income of the aged this presents a severe
problem.

Where persons 65 and over spend 86/£ more per capita

for medical care and more than twice as much per person for
hospital care and drugs this problem is easily understood. (1«31)
Health insurance coverage is increasing, but still doesn't
cover more than half of the persons 65 and over.

Reasons for

the lack of insurance are lew income, high premium costs, ab
sence of employer sharing, and until recently, the unavailability
for group insurance for retired persons.
Food and clothing costs per person decrease with age.
Estimates for a low—cost food plan for a 4—person family,
' V •

\

based on July 1960 prices, indicate that it costs $7.20 per week
to feed a 25—yr. old man and $6.30 for a 65 yr. old man, (li35)
Federal aid programs for the aged amount to 17 billion in
benefits and services,

These programs include income mainte

nance, tax benefits, health service, housing, and employment
services.

These benefits and services rendered averaged out to

$900 per person 65 and over in 1960.
f

' V

v

;;

Under existing law, in-

•;

eluding the recently enacted Medical Assistance for the Aged
Program, it is estimated that the total figure will rise by 30^
between 1960 and 1965. (li36)
Housing
Suitable living quarters - a house, apartment, or retire
ment home, whatever it may be - is as necessary for the senior

citizen who wants to live a useful and independent life, as it
is for younger people.

Housing for the aged must be designed

for efficient, dignified living and avoid the needless struggle
to maintain large homes.

Older people have smaller incomes,

their health is usually poorer, and nearly one out of four
persons 65 and over lives alone.

It is important, therefore,

that older people have access to adequate low—cost housing
which is modest in size, and efficient to maintain.

The design

should include safeguards to prevent possible hazards.
The location of such housing should be near public trans
portation, churches, shopping centers, cultural, and other
community centers.

By these standards the majority Of old—age

housing is far from adequate.
Of the people 65 or older who head households, about onethird live in dilapidated housing, deteriorated housing which
may or may not have all plumbing facilities.
of the aged live in their own homes.

Over two—thirds

The other one—third live

in other people's homes, with relatives, or in institutions,
(See Fig, 5)
A recent foundation—financed study of the quality of
housing that persons receiving Social Security payments live
in showed thati
-Forty—five percent of all aged are living in households

living in
institutions

/ living in
own homes or
apartments

69%

<

living in
other people's
homes

with relatives
with others

Fig* 5 Living arrangements of older peoole
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classified as in need of better accommodations, based on
the quality of the housing or the living arrangements
with relatives.
-Eighty percent were living in houses at least 30 years
old, and 40 percent living in houses at least 51 years old.
-The aged in poorest health, by and large, occupied the
poorest housing.(13t24)
In addition, many older Americans live in housing which is too
large, too costly or unsafe for the special needs which come
with age.(13t24) (See Fig. 6)
While progress has been rapid—for housing built with fi
nancial aid of both the Federal and State Governments—the
actual number of units built is a small contribution to suffice

Condition
of units
no
71%
significant
deficiencies 1
78%
plumbing
deficiencies
only
serious
structural
deficiencies

Otmers

Renters

65 & Over

57%
1

Under 65

18%

1

67%
1 32%
1 24%

7% M
4% [ ZD9%1%

Fig« 6 Housing quality of persons 65 and over compared to
persons under 65.
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the need.

Expansion of the efforts will require continued

thought, energy, and capital from all levels of government and
private interests. Only when both private and public interests
have been focused on the problem will real progress be made
toward satisfying the need for adequate housing for older
Americans,

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL ADJUSTMENTS

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL ADJUSTMENTS
Early adult life Is taken up by a working career, family,
and becoming established in a community.

Twenty—five to 30

years later some of these responsibilities are completed, and
physical and mental changes appear.

In order that a retire

ment home can function to its best advantage an understanding
of these mental and physical changes of the ageing must be
considered.

The following discussion covers the social, psy

chological, and biological aspects of the ageing.
Social And Psychological
There are three basic social adjustments that senior
citizens must face. These are involuntary or voluntary retire
ment, cultural attitudes toward elderly people spending their
leisure time.
Many elderly people who reach retirement age are not fi~ *
nancially secure enough to live without an employment income.
As a person becomes older, the call of the needed workers of
his age is less heard. This does not necessarily mean the
older person is not capable but, that younger people are con
tinually coming into the work force to displace these older
people.

This in fact causes involuntary retirement of many of
\
. f' - '
our older citizens. As has been said, many of this nation's
•t
y

aged are in a relatively poor financial position, having
small, and often fixed incomes which indicate a low base of

living conditions possible.

While these problems are in them

selves serious, the psychological problems which they often
induce are even more serious from an overall point of view.
The loss of an occupation gives a person much leisure time,
and if not vented properly it will cause a feeling of loss of
purpose in life. (See Fig. 7)

percent of tiraq
Free Time

/
75

^

/
/
50

25 —/
/
/
/

'AGE

Work & Family
Responsibilities
25
150

Fig. 7 Ariount of free time for different ages
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The loss of occupational income reduces the range of pleasures
to providing for the necessities of life. An example of this
would be the necessity to move to less expensive housing.

This

often means living in a furnished room or a waif—up coldwater
flat.

In many cases such a move also involves leaving behind

the psychological security of a family neighborhood.

All too

often such dwellings prove difficult and hazardous for the
elderly person by increasing their physical problems, and limiting

mobility and independence.

It is not difficult to see, there-

fore, how a sharply curtailed income can cause many elderly
persons to feel a great sense of frustration, loneliness, and
insecurity.
Cultural changes also have brought about social, and
psychological problems for the aged*

The parent—child rela

tionship has changed from the 3—generation family to the
individual family unit#

Younger generations, through improved

economy and mobility, tend to go their own way leaving their
parents to provide for themselves,
Even in those situations where children are willing to
take in aged parents, there is generally little room for them
physically, or psychologically.

Most new housing for young

people provides foom only for the immediate family unit.

Guest

rooms have disappeared from the American scene except in the
cases of the more expensive homes.

Even though many parents

do live with their children, in most instances this condition
is not a satisfactory solution from either party's point of
view.

One reason for this is that in our highly competitive

urban—industrial economy the head—of—the—household role
belongs to the breadwinner.

The change in the economic, and

social roles generally results in the retired parent finding
him or herself superfluous, non-contributing, and a burden on

the young family. Such a situation can hardly be expected to
inspire feelings of self—respect and independence in an el
derly person.
Retirement brings many hours of free time.

When older

persons don't have hobbies and interests developed in earlier
years which are able to occupy their time, and thus their
minds after retirement, they are unable to relax and to enjoy
life.

Too much inactivity makes them feel useless and super

fluous, causing them to concentrate their interests on physical
sickness which can create many psychomatic complaints and
depressions,(J5i28) Loss of friends, and particularly the loss
of the spouse, increases the sense of despair and loneliness.
When considering these psychological problems in terms of hous
ing f you can see that the aged don't like to move away from
old neighborhoods which are rich in associations, memories, and
why they might crave quiet and privacy.
Many people have made the necessary adjustments to their
personal and social changes which accompany retirement and oldage, They have been able to assert their independence as in
dividuals capable of fending for themselves.

The key to such

self—sufficiency and independence is largely to be found in
the provision of proper housing in a proper environment which
permits them, despite their increasing infirmities, to manage
their own daily activities.

It also lies in the provision of

supplementary services such as laundering or meal preparation
as these gradually become necessary.
Proper housing

with all that the term implies in the

context of this discussion — may well serve as the revitaliz
ing catalyst for many of the nation's elderly.
PMpqiSft*
Age is accompanied by a gradual decrease in physical
abilities.

This decrease of abilities is evident in all phases

of lifej in employment, economic position, psychological makeup,
etc.

The most important, however, is the effect which poor

health and diminished abilities have upon the every day living,
and consequently the requirements of the physical environment.
The design of a building must reflect the needs of it's intend
ed occupants, and this is particularly true for the housing of
the aged.
Elderly people are not uniform in regard to needs.

The

differences in needs, abilities, and outlooks between 90
year old and 60 year old persons are as great as those between
the 60 year old and 40 year old persons.

In order to design

adequately for all possible inhabitance of a retirement home
a reasonable degree of balance must be provided for the various
need retirements.
The following research gives a general understanding of
the physical problems that come with age, and how they might
be considered in designing.

Disability And Mobility
As people get older the rate of chronic disease increases.
Some elderly people report no chronic disease or impairment.
Others have chronic conditions, but are not significantly dis
abled by them.

Of persons 75 and over, more than half are

limited in their activities, (See Fig, 8)

No chronic
condition

^*
180

Chronic
condition
60
with no effect
-affecting
activity
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40

-affecting
activity &
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20

Percent of
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0-45 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+

Fig. 8 Chronic conditions of different age group
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Recent studies indicate that only 6 to 7 percent of the
aged are bedridden or housebound, and that 25 percent are
ambulant* but limited in their activities, (6il0) The 6 to 7
f '•

L

percent of bedridden or housebound aged need highly specialized
•

attention and facilities. Although these people must be con
sidered, their requirements should not be confused with the

general requirements for the aged. Those people of substantial
chronic impairment could best be cared for in a nursing home,
and for the purpose of this report they will not be discussed
in detail.
Housing for the aged with limited mobility requires partic
ular site selection, and planning.

The selection of a site

which is heavily trafficked obviously would have the effect of
confining a large majority of these people to their quarters.
This is important, not only from the psychological view point,
but also from the physical view point. The limited exercise
for the aged consists mainly of walking, and is highly desir
able and necessary.

Exercise yards for those who can still

get around should be provided with retirement housing without
fear of traffic or active children.

Seating where the aged

can rest, if necessary, should also be provided in these areas.
Physical Strength
Physical abilities also decrease with age. Due to the
decline in strength, normal everyday activities become in
creasingly difficult to perform.

Soseuipdication of the nature

and prevalence of these difficulties can be had from the
following results of a study of 868 persons over 60 years of
age surveyed in Scotland in 1950, by the Scottish Housing
Advisory Committeet

-15$ had difficulty or could not dress and bathe by
themselves,
-33% found it difficult or even impossible to walk a half
mile.
-35$ had difficulty or could not climb stairs.
~<23% had trouble using buses alone.
-37$ had difficulty in household cleaning.
-32$ had difficulty cooking.
-47$ had difficulty washing.
-31$ had difficulty shopping,
-77$ actually had help cleaning.
-6^ actually had help cooking.
-88$ actually had help washing,
-71$ actually had help shopping.
These percentages indicate that the following considerations
should be made in designing a retirement home.
1. Grip bars should be located in bathing, sleeping, sit
ting, and toilet areas.
2. Stairs should be avoided,
3,

Public facilities, stores, transportation, etc.,
should be located within a half mile of a retirement
home if possible,

4, Services such as cleaning, cooking, clothes washing
and shopping should be available,
t

Falls.
One of the most important aspects of physical deterioration
pertains to balance.

With increasing age, the sense of balance

diminishes rapidly. This makes the aged very prone to falls.
Much of the lack of balance is due to the diminished psycho
motor function coupled with a lack of strength.

The older

person is rarely able to prevent falling completely once he has
lost his balance.

As a result, the aged are apt to fall when

ever balance becomes the slightest bit precarious.

Using

stairs, climbing on stools, and working in awkward positions
are all dangerous. Some aged people lose their balance if they
merely raise an arm above their shoulder#

This has serious im

plications for the design of storage spaces, the location of
light switches, and any number of other items.
Many of the falls experienced by older people have as their
immediate mechanical cause some environmental factor, i.e.,
defective floors, steep stairs, etc,; factors which can be
avoided through careful planning and design, (6a 15) Other
considerations in this connection are the proper shielding of
light sources, the avoidance of overly wide widths of stairs,
and the avoidance of long unbroken runs.
Vertigo is another important cause of falls. It seems
particularly liable to strike when arising at night to go to
the bathroom.

The rate of incidence of vertigo appears to

increase with age.

Unfortunately, there does not appear to be

very much that can be done to help or prevent this situation
in terms of the physical environment other than to provide a
very direct and short path from the bed to the bathroom.

The

importance of this direct bed—bath relationship cannot be
emphasized too strongly since the aged have reason to make this
trip so frequently, even at night.

In addition to taking

medicines, getting a drink, etc., many of the aged suffer from
various urinary disorders which necessitate relatively fre
quent trips.
Olfactory Decline
The olfactory senses of the aged suffer a general and pro
gressive decline.

In a number of instances* the sense of smell

may be suddenly obliterated, either temporarily or permanently.
This latter situation is a particularly pertinent consideration
with respect to the detection of smoke or gas fumes since the
sense of smell cannot be relied upon as the sole means of
detection.

Automatic fire alarm systems and automatic shut-

offs on all gas equipment are necessary.
Aural Deterioration
The loss of hearing becomes progressively worse after
about the 65th year, particularly with respect to the higher
frequencies.

By the age of 80, almost two thirds of the aged

of both sexes have a substantial impairment of their hearing
ability. (6il7)

This general impairment of hearing ability has several inv~
plications xor design#

It is evident that any alarm, signaliz

ing device, or door bell should be louder and lower pitched
than normally would be the case.

It may also be desirable to

give consideration to supplementary alarm devices such as
flashing lights.

Another aspect to consider is that, because

of their impaired hearing, many of the aged are apt to turn the
volume of radios and television sets up to the point where they
may create a nuisance to neighbors.
Vision
Advancing years also bring a progressive decline in the
various aspects of visual ability.
ularly pronounced in dim light.

Visual impairment is partic

In addition, because of the

atrophy of the eye muscles, the speed of adaption from light
to dark or dark to light is greatly reduced. This results in
the aged being "blinded" by a bright light (or an unshielded
^amp) for a longer period than a younger person.

This inability

to see in darkness or dim light is one of the principal con-*
tributing causes of the many accidents the aged suffer at
night.

It points up the necessity for easily located and reached

light switches. (6:17)
Another highly important facet of visual decline relates
to deteriorating psycho-—motor functioning. This results in
the aged having to place an ever—increasing reliance upon their
*

N

(failing) vision to complete ordinary physical tasks and to
maintain equilibrium.

A physical task must, in short, be

clearly seen in order to be performed adequately and safely,
One obvious implication is that the aged cannot be expected to
perform simple movements in the dark because their failing
visual acuity prevents them from seeing what they are doing.
Another highly pertinent conclusion which can be drawn from
this Is that everything in the home must have a visual as well
as a physical accesslblllby.

Placing things on shelves which

«

cannot be seen, or reaching behind objects to perform what are
in effect "blind" operations, can be extremely hazardous to
many aged persons.
Temperature Requirements
Various physiological changes in basal metabolism and
vasomotor controls, together with a general atrophy of the
sweat glands, result in an instability of body temperature
which cause the aged to reqjire higher temperatures and to
avoid drafts.

It is generally accepted that approximately 8QUF.

is the most desirable room temperature.
Respiratory System
Because of an atrophy of the mucous membranes and a gen
erally lowered resistance to infection, the aged are particu
larly susceptible to various respiratory ailments.

This

suggests that separate sleeping arrangements are desirable
as well as adequately ventilated rooms.

Because of this sus

ceptibility to infection and the fact that they tend to spend
the greater proportion of their time in their quarters, it is
obvious that good ventilation is necessary. Normally, this
is most expeditiously achieved by providing cross-—ventilation.
Cross—ventilation, however, tends to produce drafts — an an
athema to the aged.

The problem is a serious one because many

of the aged simply refuse to open windows in order to avoid
drafts.

This is particularly true in northern climates. (6s19)

It should be noted, however, that in hot climates the
reverse is true.

Cross—ventilation and its accompanying drafts

and breezes are most welcome and desirable, since in excessive
heat the aged are especially susceptible to rapid body dehy
dration and heat prostration.
Still another complication arises from the fact that the
generally high heat levels which the aged need tend to result
in a very lew humidity.

This produces an undesirable condition

for the aged because low humidity has the effect of further dry
ing out the mucous membranes and increasing the possibility for
infections.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
What follows In this section is a compilation of in
formation, It is a check list of things to think about, not
rules to follow, a set of cues rather than a collection of
standards.

If the need which prompted the "standard" is not

understood, the standard is meaningless.
General
The designer should design for the following basic ob
jectives for a retirement homei
1. For safeguarding life and limb, but not for a policy
of paternalism
2. For cleanliness and easy care and maintenance, but not
for the janitor
3. For comfort and meaningful activity, not simply for
ease of administering
4. For the creation of a residence, not an institution.
The designer must also remember that the residents he
designs fori
1»

Fall easily when they change direction, stumble, or
bump into an object

2, Need twice as much light as a young person, but are
senfcitivetio glare
3. Have impaired hearing; play their radios-loud—but do
not want to hear the neighbor's radio

4, May have impaired sense of smell and not be aware of
- a gas leak
5.

Must have draftless ventilation and a warmer home than
young people

6, Want privacy, but need community services which must
not invade it
7.

Are exacting, critical, and impatient (everything was
better in the old days) but many are very kind.

The choice of location should be guided by a set of criteria
which embrace city planning principles, sociological and psy
chological factors, and esthetic considerations-—each interpreted
for its significance to the elderly themselves.

These three

ways of looking at the criteria are co—equal in importance
when making judgment.

The following two lists can be used to

evaluate a site.
List 1 — Access(11:2l)
Direct access desired to:
Grocery store—a necessity
Church—spiritual and social satisfactions
Drug store—sundry shopping pleasures
Post Office—important means of communication and even
doing business

Laundry
Restaurant—social facility as well as convenience
Movie house—entertainment
Other elderly people
Easy access desired to:
Shopping—the greater the variety, the better
Bank
Doctor
Library
Senior Citizen Center
Utilities' office—for payment of bills
Feasible access desired toj
Podiatrist, dentist, oculist
Health services
Cultural and educational facilities—museums, concerts,
theater, lecture series, etc.
Social services
Government offices
Of indefinite importance: *
Nearness to family
Nearness to friends
Nearness to children
Nearness to parks
Public recreation facilities

* Studies show that these
are apparently of less
importance to the eld
erly than is assumed by
casual observation,
providing compensating
elements are in the
picture.

List 2 — Practical Considerations ( 1 1 :22)
Land—the cost, availability, and size of plot
Utilities—-the availability of gas, water, sewerage,
and electricity
Zoning—is there need for a change?

Will it entail a

fight?
Transportation—public (important to the resident and
employees)
Amoiance—the look and feel of the neighborhood
Design Check Li si
The following is a check list of the many considerations
that must be taken into account in the design of a retirement
home, taken from "Buildings For The Elderly". (11:204)
Site Planning
General
-Plan landscape as an extension of interior functions
and concepts.
-Activities and inactivities need careful study and
design.
-Walks and paths should have many cross walks.
-Avoid dead—end walks.
-Don't funnel traffic from entrance directly into
busy streets.
-Place benches and other facilities for group gather
ings wherever possible.
-Use level walks and gentle ramps.
-Allow space for wheelchairs to pass each other and
the bench—sitters.
—Terraces, walks,and paving are cheaper to maintain
than grass and flowers.
—Movement in landscape design is very desiraole—fountains,

brooks, fish, waterfalls (waterneeds safeguards),
mobiles, bird feeders, swans.
-Plan drinking fountains and wa;er closets at a maximum
of 500 feet from building if possible.
-Separate vehicular and pedestrian traffic, but do not
segregate.
-Provide terraces and protected sitting or walking
areas that overlook project or street traffic.
-Drives and roads need wide curves, good visi ulity
with—out olindspots, easy flow into main traffic.
-Bus stops may require shelter.
-Keep in mind access for big trucks, fire equipment.
-Check airport flight patterns.
CongregaLe Housing
-Plan should be simple and easily comprehended so that
no one gets lost.
-Shelter at entrances.
—Lobby friendly, inviting—a furnished parlor which
invites traffic watching.
—Mailboxes located for socializing.
-Drinking fountains.
—Entertainment space for several groups.
-Special kitchen and dining room for family group
entertainment by resident.
-Hobby space flexible.
-Lavatories near all public spaces.
-Concealed hearse or amoulance exit.
-Building maintenance shop and storage (furniture,
Venetian blinds, etc.).
-Grounds maintenance shop and storage.
-Watchman check points.
-Employees' and staff dining rooms, lounge and rest
rooms, time clock.
-Package and drycleaning delivery spot.
-Safe for resident!1 valuables.
—Fire—resistant construction desirable; fire
extinguisher, hose.
-Management visible but not obtrusive.
Lining room
Used much more extensively and intensively than by
younger people because of the extra leisure time or
the elderly or as result of their confinement. As it is

large part of the old person's world, it should be
designed to help him keep up appearances (concealment
should be provided for cooking mess, unmaded bed).
-Plan for sufficient wallspace to accommodate large
old furniture and large pictures,
-A window to sit by, with a wide sill for plants,
-Book shelves,
-Lamps, radio, television.
-Variation in furniture arrangement,
-Closet for general storage.
Dining room
-If in kitchen, must provide easy movement around
tables without ihe necessity of moving chairs for
cooking or access to storage.
-If in living room, should be available for eating
without the necessity of moving floor lamps or other
furniture.
-Drop leaf table is all right only if its use does
not require rearrangement of the room (table best
near or at window with good view).
-Electric outlets at table-top height for lamp, radio
sevdng machine.
-Needs good light day and night.
Bedroom
-18 in. on three sides of.bed for bedmaking.
-36 in. between beds,
-Large bed tables for lamp, night light, water,
medicine, teeth, tissues, radio, books.
-View out of window for confined residents
-Short, direct path to bathroom.
Living room—bedroom (efficiency apartment)
-Allow bed to be screened (alcove?); if not, a long
wall is required so that the bed may become a couch.
-Kitchen should be screened; entry makes a good
location.
-Catch—all closet for quick tidying up.
-Provide for a full, comfortable existence, including
sitting, eating, sleeping, cooking, work, and hobby,
-Adequate storage for clothing, linen, kitchen suppli
and equipment, ooks, personal gear.

Baths
Accidents are frequent in .athrooms; they are haz
ardous places, small, crowded, slippery, full of
hard-to-reach necessities, dangerous projections.
All these hazards become greater when stamina is
lowest. A place of emergency use, they are especially
dangerous at night when one is in a hurry, dizzy,
weak, confused.
-Ideal access is provided by the straightest path
without unnecessary turns; avoid intervening rooms
and especially stairs to pass.
-Emergency call bell or cord should be accessible
from tub if possible.
-Windows are unnecessary and even undesirable if
located over tub where curtain or shade is hard to
reach or if they cause draft (an exhaust fan will do)
-Recess hamper or scales.
-Ceiling heat lamp provides safest and most economical
auxiliary heat.
-Avoid small rugs and mats.
-Communal bathing facili ies feasible, but toilet
down the hall is unthinka le because of night problem
of emergency, confusion, poor vision.
Tub
-Useful for soaking.
-Easy—to—grasp faucet handles.
-Won—skid surfaces, including that of seat if builtin ( a spray—on an^i—-skid is available).
-Portable seats are dangerous.
-Grab bars for getting in and out (old—fashioned free
standing tub provided a grip tha. built-in cubs
don't afford).
-Mixing faucet, with one handle, reachable without
stooping too much.
-Recessed soap dish.
-Spray hose useful.
-Shower in tub dangerous to unsteady bather.
-Tubs for bathing the handicapped may be at normal
level if removable grating (aluminum) over small pit
trench allows attendant to step down instead of lift
ing patient by hoist.

Shower
-Preferred by many after first use, especially wheel
chair users and their attendants. Easier to get in
and out of. Appeals to those who have greatest
difficulty with tub. It is cleaner and more invigorating
and xhere is no danger of drowning, but it is also
more expensive to install and maintain.
-Needs seat, non——skid floor, grab bars on two walls,
single valve, recessed soap dish.
-Valves should be located so they can be reached from
a wheel chair.
-Towel bars should take 300— to 500—lb. pull (heavy
weight applied suddenly).
-Use door, not curtain; translucent plastic safer
than glass; if curtain used, rod should take 300—
to 500—lb. pull.
Lavatory
-Avoid legs; they cause stumbling and block
wheelchair.
-Avoid projection over the ;asin.
-Recess soap and tumbler holders; projecting
holders break off.
-Water temperature should not exceed 115 deg. F. at
faucet.
Toilet
-If placed next to tub, it provides seat for soaking
feet.
-Arched grab bars, if needed, but these may interfere
with foot soaking.
-Paper—holder mounted so as to obviate undue
twisting or reaching.
-Avoid low style seats common now.
-Sturdy seat lid.
Medicine cabinet
-Flush, non—projecting type.
-Sliding doors good.
-Spacious (to hold extra medicine).
-Avoid glass shelves.

Grab bars
-3/4" to 1 in. diameter, no more.
-Should take 300— to 500— lb. pull.
Doors
-Should open out, never in (a person who has fainted
inside may block door).
-Folding doors might do,
-No inside locks or dead bolts.
-Light switch should 'be on outside and have built—in
night light in plate.
Kitchen
Kitchens are another danger spot with dangerous
equipment.
-Locate near front door and near dining space with
direct path between.
-Window desirable, but not mandatory with mechanical
ventilation.
-Limit reaches to 66 in. in an upward and 18 in. in
a downward direction to offset dizziness and poor
vision. Drawers may be a little lower. No storage
should be permitted that must be reached from a stool
or chair.
-Cabinet doors are a hazard to persons with poor
vision. Sliding doors are better than swinging doors
if they won't pinch fingers. No doors would be best.
-Electric range (with elements that glow) is safer
than gas. Keep range away from curtains. No storage
over range. Controls should be on front of range
and extra legible.
-Wall ovens are excellent but are usually set too high.
Double sink, swing faucet handles with single control
are best. Hot water not over 115 deg. F. at faucet.
-Provide mounting for can opener, etc.
-Self-defrosting refrigerator is desirable; under-counte
-type unsatisfactoryj freezer compartment allows less
frequent marketing.
-Broom closet.
-Garbage pail and trash basket space away from traffic.
Easy trash and garbage disposal important.
-Superior lighting for work spaces needed. Dark storage
cabinets should be avoided.

-Pullman or 5-ft. package kitchens are especially unsatis
factory for the elderly. They have no work space;
refrigerator is too low; storage is poor and hard to
reach; sink is inadequate, there is no place to hide a
mess if the kitchen is visible from the living room.
Doors
-3—ft. room doors and exterior doors desirable for
wheelchair and crutch users, but these are relatively
few.
-Avoid interior thresholds; if unavoidable, keep low
and level if possible.
-Avoid interference of one door with another.
-Large, hexagonal, or octagonal door knobs better than
round; lever type good.
-Swinging closet doors are a hazard to poor vision, and
sliding doors pinch fingers. Bi—fold or accordian
doors are better and cost no more.
-Avoid protruding door siops.
-Fit carefully and check reqularly for binding.
-Revolving doors hazardous.
-Door closers usually act too quickly.
-Key apartment and building entrances alike.
-Master—key all doors for warning and assistance.
-Prohibit chain devices and dead bolts.
-Peephole on exterior doors good psychology.
-Card holder on outside door with emergency data on
back side of card.
-Combination screen and louvered doors are good in a
warm climate.
Windows
—Must open and close easily; cranks are difficult.
-Sliding metal and old fashioned double—hung can be made
to operate well.
-Most awning types too hard to operate.
-Bottom vent panel O.K.
-Ventilation desirable but elderly don't like drafts
and are less sensitive to stale—smelling atmosphere.
Cross ventilation rarely liked. Mechanical ventilation
is a good alternative.
-Double glazing, storm sash, and weatherstripping very
important in cold cli'maies. Sash should be washable and
removable from inside.

-Pieasant view has high priority; scenes of activity
desirable to hold interest for long periods of time.
-Glare shading on exterior to be considered. Direct
sunlight usually recommended, but north window with
view of sunlit scene may have less glare, less heat,
Large windows reduce glare through better distribution
of light in room.
-Venetian blinds are flexible in use; roller shades
less so, and are hazardous to reprieve.
-Heavy pull draperies useful; weighted pull cord.
-Sills should be wide for plants, knicknacks, and low
enough to look over without strain while seated (or
from bed).
-Insect screens needed. Should be removable from in
side.
-Hazards abound around windows. Operation of windows,
blinds, and curtains awkward, especially over a wide
radiator. On upper floors sash should have a guard
rail at 42 to 48 in. height. Avoid stair windows
chat are hard to reach.
Corridors
-5—ft. minimum width.
-Keep short or design to seem shor~.
-Light colors for visibility.
-Treat acoustically.
-Handrail at hazardous points, 36 in. a-ove floor.
-Ventilate.
Gallery >alconies (as corridors to apartments)
-7—ft. width allows sitting out.
-High rail.
-Mot good in wet or freezing climates.

Some say to avoid stairs if possible because they are
tiring and dangerous. Others say they are good exercise,
safe if well designed, and not as difficult to manage for
mosc elderly as many other activities.
-Wide treads, low rises, short runs, with handrails.
-%/ell lighted day and night (10 fool—candles minimum).
-Avoid glare.

-Frequent landings (every 8 to 12 risers) with a seat
if possible.
-Continuous handrail around both sides.
-Avoid open risers and too open railings.
-Avoid circulation directly across top of stairs.
-Non—-slip treads, not just non—slip edges or tackedon pads.
-Use easy proportion and keep consistent throughout
project. Seven—inch risers probably, maximum.
-Don't use a single step except at entrances.
-No windows.
-No locking devices in stairs except at exterior door.
-Contrast top and bottom step with adjoining floor.
-Avoid out—of—reach windows.
-Scudy monumental stairs (and others) so that design
avoids feeling of danger, lack of support to grasp.
-Open metal fire escapes are terrifying to many.
Ramps

*

-Too long to be used for any but slight change of level,
Bad for wheelchair, crutches, and the unsteady unless
very gradual.
-1 in. to the foot absolute maximum pitch.

Elevators
-One large enough for a stretcher with access to in
conspicuous exit.
-Automatic, self—leveling.
-Slow—acting doors (to accommodate wheelchairs,
crutches).
-Safety edge or electric eye doors.
-Emergency alarm.
-Low controls and call buttons for wheelchairs*
-Large numerals, buttons, floor indicators.
-Fan, light (15 foot—candles at floor), handrail all
around, seat or package table in lobby.
Floors
-Smooth and level with minimum change in level.
-Should not only be non-skid but should look nonskid, Appearance of slipperiness is psychologically
dangerous if it causes person to walk with undue care.

-Avoid thick rugs, fringed rugs, throw rugs which cause
slipping and tripping. Carpets O.K.
-Avoid terrazzo, polished marble, highly cuffed asphalt
tile, etc.
-A broad lobby of polished terrazzo, and a gleaming
wide stair with open risers and sparse handrails can
be a nightmare to an elce ly person.
Interio

finishes
-Should encouiage cleanliness.
-Should encoura e safety.
-Should maintain "hominess."
-Consider carpet for traffic areas. (Use of ca pet in
schools and puolic lobbies seems 10 indicate it is
easier and cheaper to maintain than oihe: floor •
materials.)
— /allpape. s can be washable.

Lighting
Many elaerly require more light than normal, 3ut they
also require carefully designed light that eliminate glare
and avoids marked changes in righ ..ness level oecause
of difficulty they have in adapting to such changes. See
ing is used to compensate for reduced hearin and ihe
restricted aoility to move anu feel.
-Uniform levels of illumination (but not without
shacows), shielded light souces, and caref :1 illuminat
ion of surface for work movement, etc., are all
oesiraole.
-Public spaces require dou le the normal light.
It should be turned on early.
-Corridors require up to 10—foot candles at floor.
-Stairs require 10 to 15 foo —candles.
-Entrances to ^uiiding and at elevators require 10 to
15 foo —candles at floor,
-Exie signs should be la.:go and legi le.
-Mailboxes, building directories, and pay phones fre
quently require more than normal illumination.
-Oucside lighting should e generous and should e
turned on early. Use low fixtures foi walks and steps;
hese must be shielded for person going up s.eps as
well as uown.
-Light at outside door (to find keyhole).

-Individual quarters require more than normal illumination
-Ceiling lights are a hazard if resident must rebulb
himself. Some designers use pull—down style.
-Switch all fixtures#
-Switch paths of t avel carefully, from fron. door to
bed, with 3—way switches to avoid fumbling and con
fusion in the dark.
-Switch at bf^d (3—-way).
-bathroom switch on outside of door with night light
under plate.
-Corridor outlets for night light between bath ant. bed.
-Generous amount of outlets.
-Outlets 13 in. ~o 24 in. a,.ove floor.
-Outlets a.ove taole tops where tables will be usee.
-Locate circuit breakers for easy accessibility.

Must function as an aid iO poor eyesigh
psychological tool.

as well as

-Color contrast can make hazards "read" easily.
Contrast floor with wall, furniture wiih floor,
stairs with corridor, treads with risers.
-Where art fical light levels are low, avoid lightabsorbing cc1ors.
-In any room, one dark wall may be fine, bu: not all
four.
-Keep chee:. ful.
-Use patterns functionally.

Comfo: t requirements change in ..he pe son and va y
with individuals.
-Draf less, uniform dis ribuc'on.
-80 deg. F. possible in all weather.
-Individual temperature contro .
—Warm floors, ;ut not radiant panels for total job of
heating; these aggravate foot troubles.
-Quick—acting system.
—Insulate hot water and steam pipes to avoi^ u ns.
Baseooard heating has p. oved excellent.
-Convector tops shot.Id be non— fining, rus —proof
(for potted plants, etc.).

-Windows should be blanketed with heat as well as
double——glassed or storm——sashed (for winter sittinc).
-Ventilation is important. Corridors may be held under
slight pressure forcing air under doors or through
door louvers and out through kitchen and >ath vents.
This keeps corridors fresh.
-Cooling not needed or liked by very elderly except in
extreme climates.
Sound
As hearing acuteness is reduced, the reduced aoili.y
to identify sounds is annoying, disturbing, even frightening.
Immediate and recognizable sounds are more resented than
distant, anonymous sounds. Invasion of naps, illness,
sedentary occupations are particularly resented. Excessive
sound is especially distracting. Annoying sounds include
those from public corridors, garbage chutes, elevalo s,
playgrounds, excessive traffic. Elderly neighbors are
also noisy, talk loudly, and turn up the ..V. and radio.
-Reasonable sound Isolation of private quarters is
important.
-Insulate against impact and airborne noises.
-Bells, signals, and intercom need to be low pitch sound.
-Special ear pieces or head phones may be had for radio
and T.V.
-Carpel is a prime sound deadener for corridors.
Ala ms and intercoms
-Alarm sounds should carry low frequencies as well as
high.
—S'gnal button for intercom call may have extension
cord to permit oed to be located in various places.
-Individuals may install emergency signals to friendly
neighbors.
-Emergency signals ate desirable in bath and a^ bed.
-Apa tmen s and the like need warning signals for fire, etc.
-Group housing or connecting homes may have intercom
systems (l) fo announcing visitors >.o residents in
their rooms, (2) for piped music and religious services,
(3) for warnings, (4) for resident emergency calls, (5)
for night listening by nurses in case of temporary
illness.

-A typical system provides a master station in the
main office and in the infirmary. These are in
terconnected and connected with all esident rooms.
Two—way conversations are originateo at the master
station but not at the residents' rooms. Residents'
rooms have call buttons connected to oth masters.
-Submasters, which are interconnected and connected
with the master, are located in the kitchen, house
keeper's office, and maintenance engineer's quarters.
These are completely two—way.
-Paging system from main office to public rooms.
Telephones
-Outlet at bedside table.'
-Public phones: open station better than booth; seat
required; should be designed with height and clear
ance for wheelchair use; good light needed for
directory and dial.
-Special bells and amplifier sets may be needed for
the hard of hearing.
-Lower pitch sounds usually required.
Infirmary
To care for temporary illness, convalescence, chronic
conditions requiring assistance but not hospital or nursing
home care.
-Motorized beds keep patient down for safety, raise
him for bathing, etc.
-Intercom—-connected.
-Incinerator for paper goods
-Nurses' station: intercoms, telephone, drug closet,
records, files.
-In a large project, sub—nurse stations for tempo ary
use may be located conveniently and inconspicuously
in several places for short time use to care for
residents in their own rooms.
-Utility room: clinical sink, washer and dryer, counte.,
trash hampei.
-Kitchen: hotplate, sink, shelves, refrigerator.
-Health service (clinic): counseling, preventive medicine,
examination, diagnosis (lab work, X- ay, other
elaborate procedures to e contracted out); office
reception interviews; waiting room; lavatory; dressing
room; records: social worker; treatment (medication,

podiatrist, dentist, oculist); therapy.
Resident laundry
—Automatic machines.
-Double sink for hand laundering.
-Ironing board.
-Sitting space for socializing.
-Scatterin small units not over 500 ft. apart.
Social hall
-Should accommodate twice the number of project
population.
-Toilet facilities.
-Convenient, well—lighted kitchen.
—Service entrance,
-Storage for ice cream, etc.
-Locked storage for projector screen, etc.
-Space for dispensing machines, partly concealed.
Storage
-Institutional and individual, best near point of use.
Wheelchair requirements
The percentage of users is small, but their require
ments are specific. Wheelchairs with 8-in. wire spoke
wheels on front are safer than those with 5-in. hard coasters
and are easier to operate. While all doors can be made
3 ft. wide, many other requirements for wheelchair residents
may be so expensive that it is advisable to have a small
number of really well designed apartments with special
bathroom sizes instead of standardizing on a compromise
layout. A wheelchair requires 4 ft. 7 in. to turn around,
which is considerable more than is ordinarily used in
a bathroom between fixtures. A safe new design for wheel
chairs which could maneuver around in a small space would
be a real contribution to the cause of the elderly and
would make the life of architects a lot simpler.
-60-in. at one side of bed.
-36—-in. doors and pathways.
-55—in. diameter for turning.

-Omit legs from lavatory.
-Wall—hung toilet lets projecting foot of chair come
up close, as do a few floor—mounted models#
-Kitchen counter 30 in. high with 30 in. openings
under, where needed.
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LOCAL
This section is a study of the local conditions in the
vicinity of the building site.
Historic
The Great Falls townsite was first noted in the journals
of Lewis and Clark in 1805.

They described "The Great Falls

of the Missouri," a series of five spectacular drops in this
famous river near its source.
In 1882 Paris Gibson, the founder of Great Falls, surveyed
the region and with James J. Hill, founder of the Great
Northern Railroad, and others, began the dream of building
a planned city.

In 1884 the townsite was platted.

By 1890, the city boasted a smelter, a hotel, a school,
a newspaper and a church.

The first of five dams to harness

the mighty Missouri was completed in 1890.
Geographic
The city of Great Falls is located in north central
f

Montana astride the main stem of the Missouri River at its
confluence with the Sun River.

It is at an altitude of

3,333 feet, at 47°N Lat., 111°H long.
from the Alberta, Canada, border.

It is just 120 miles

Its convenient location

makes it a thriving convention and trade center. Great Falls
enjoys the spaciousness of a plains city, except to the north
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and northeast, the valley is encircled by mountain ranges,
which lie about 30 miles away from east to south, 40 miles to
the southwest, and 60 to 100 miles distant from west to
northwest, (See Fig. 9)
Climate
"Moderate" describes Great Falls' climate.

Topography

plays an important part in Great Falls' climate.

The Continental

Divide to the west, and Big and Little Belt Ranges to the south,
are primary factors in producing the frequent wintertime
i
"chinook" winds.
Summertime in the area generally is quite pleasant, with
cool nights, moderately warm and sunny days, and very little
weather that can be called hot or humid.

Most summer rain

fall occurs in showers or thundershowers, but steady rains
may occur during late spring or early summer.

Most summers

pass with the highest temperatures failing to reach 100° and
an average year will have only 15 days with maximums 90° or
higher. (9:1)
Winters are not so cold as is usually expected of a
continental location at this latitude, largely as a result of
the "chinook" winds for which this area is noted.

While sub

zero weather is experienced normally several times during a
winter.

The coldest weather seldom lasts more than a few days

at a time and is usually terminated by southwest "chinook"

winds which can produce sharp temperature rises of 40° or more
in 24 hours.

As a result of recurring "chinooks" throughout

the winter season, snow seldom lies on the ground for more
than a few days.

In fact, the ground usually is bare, or nearly

bare of snow, most of the winter, except in the surrounding
mountains and higher foothills. (9:1)
Precipitation generally falls as snow during late fall,
winter, and early spring, although rain can occur in any month.
Late spring, summer, and early fall precipitation is almost
always rain, but some hail is observed occasionally during
summer thundershowers.

The following tables give climate char

acteristics for the Great Falls area. (9:2,3)
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit)
Maximum

Minimum

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

31.6
34.0
41.1
55.2
65.7
71.9
83.7
80.9
70.2
59.3
44.2
36.8

13.5
14.6
21.2
32.9
42.2
48.9
56.1
53.8
45.5
37.6
26.4
19.8

Yearly

56.2

19.8

Month

Precipitation (inches)
Month

iUn

1.80

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2.16

0.01

2.14
2.50
8.13
5.32
4.32
2.94
3.56
1.89
2.27
1.73

0.15
0.27
0.27
0.52
0.04
0.04

0.10
0.03
0.02

Wind (miles per hour)
Month.

Mean Hourl- Scec.

Direct:cn

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

16.8
15.8
14.0
13.7
11.8
11.9
10.7
10.9
12.1
14.2
16.2
17.1

S.W.

Yearly

13.7

S.W.

s.w.
S.W.

s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.

Cloud cover (days)
Month

Clear

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

6
5
5
4
6
6
14
13
10
8
5
5

Yearly

87

Cloudv
7
6
8

Foa
1
1
2
1
1
1

8

18
17
18
17
16
13
5
7
10
14
18
18

107

171

12

8
9
11
12
11
10
9
7

-

1
1
2
1

Recrea
Glacier Park lies ^o the north, Yellowstone Park to the
south.

Also, the famous Bob Marshall Wilderness and Kings

Hill Ski Area are both nearby. There is good fishing in the
Missouri River, famous Duck Lake, and numerous other streams
and reservoirs.

The hunter can find deer, antelope, elk, and

game birds within easy reach from Great Falls,
Formal rose gardens, shady trees, a lagoon, playground
and shelterhouse attract thousands yearly to Gibson Park,
located near the Civic Center. Thousands of floral displays
are grown by the Park Department for show here and at Giant
Springs, north of the city on the River Road,
A nine—-hole municipal golf course, overlooking .the
Missouri River, is being expanded.

An outdoor swimming pool,

archery range, tennis courts and twelve outdoor skating ponds
are administered by the City Recreation Department.

An indoor

ice rink at the Civic Center is used for public skating and
ice hockey.
Economy
The backbone of the 20—-county trade area is its 242,193
people with an underlying agricultural income of $208,357,000,
Of this total, 12 counties with a population of 166,239 are
considered the primary trade area. There are nearly 1,000
retail, service, and wholesale establishments in Great Falls
to serve the needs of the consumer population. (4:3)
Media
The media of the Great Falls area consists of the daily
and Sunday Great Falls Tribune, The Leader, KFBB-TV, KR-TV,
and four radio stations: KARR—KARR-FM, KFBB, K'MON and KUDI.
Industry
As a distribution point, Great Falls' wholesale establish
ments have a combined payroll of $6,000,000. Automotive, feed,
clothing, paper products, school supplies, restaurant ecyjipment,
gardening needs, building supplies, and hardware are a few of
the items moving from Great Falls to Montana markets.
Located on the banks of the Missouri River is the Anaconda
Company's Electrolytic Plant with a capacity of 25,000,000

pounds of copper and 27,000,000 pounds of zinc per month. (4s3)
Also located here is The Anaconda Wire and Cable Co, which
»
produces both copper and aluminum wire.
Milling of grain is also important to the Great Falls
economy, with Montana Flour Mills and General Mills each op
erating major—sized plants.

Flour for commercial bread

baking is the major product.
Phillips Petroleum Company operates a modern refinery in
Great Falls and is enlarging its facilities.

The area gen

erally north of Great Falls, between the city and the Alberta
border, has yielded more than a third of a billion dollars
in oil. (4i5)

An outstanding recent strike with the prospect

of good production, plus an adequate market, indicates the
increasing importance of Great Falls as an oil industry center.
The base of Great Falls* economy is its agriculture and
livestock industry, for which the city is a business center.
The area to the north is famed as the "golden triangle" for
its high—quality wheat and barley.
Great Falls, served by railroads, airlines, bus, and truck
lines, enjoys all-directional travel.

Four scheduled airlines

providQ local and transcontinental flights, as well as inter
national service to Canada and the Orient. Complete facilities
for private plane maintenance, jet fuel, rental, charter trips,

and flight schools are maintained at the municipal airport.
The Great Northern Railway with freight and passenger service,
and the Milwaukee Road with freight service; nine trucklines
offering regional and transcontinental service; and Interstate
Highway 15, U.S. 87 and 89, and State 20 all contribute to a
well rounded transportation system.
Medical Care
i

Four accredited hospitals, Columbus, Montana Deaconess,
Malmstrom Air Force Base, and a new Cascade County Convalescent
Hospital, plus several highly—rated Medical Clinics, make Great
Falls a Medical Center. The Montana Deaconess Hospital is
building a new 3g- million dollar hospital on a new site; and
the Columbus Hospital recently completed a 1 million dollar ex
pansion program.
Great Falls is the home of the Montana Rehabilitation Center
for treatment of crippled children and adults. Here, too, is
a Heart Foundation Research Center.

Other facilities include

well-—equipped and well staffed nursing homes.
Hospital Statistics: (4»7)
Columbus:
Deaconessj
new: .
Malmstrom:
Convalescent:
Park Place Nursing Home:

190 beds
185 beds
218 beds
40 to 76 beds •
227 beds
65 beds

Educa tj, QP
Great Falls' public schools rank amoung the highest in the
the Northwest,

There are 21 elementary schools, 3 junior highs,

and one senior high school.
construction*

A second senior high is under

Adult education offered by the Public School

System includes courses in many fields including classes for
high school and college credit.
Other schools include a Roman Catholic Parochial System,
St, Thomas Orphans Home, a Seventh Day Aaventist Church school,
and the Montana School for the Deaf and Blind,
The College of Great Falls, a four—year liberal arts
college, offering B,A. and B.S, degrees and teaching certificates,
completed a $3,000,000 program providing 11 new buildings on
a 104—acre campus in 1960,

A million dollar recreation center

is now being added to the college, with other buildings
planned for future needs. The college, open to men and women
students of all faiths, is operated by the Sisters of Charity
of Providence under the auspices of the Catholic Bishop of
Great Falls,
Commercial and professional schools in the Great Falls
area include Great Falls Commercial College, Schools of Nurs
ing at both Columbus and Montana Deaconess Hospitals, a Beauty
Culture College and Apprentice Vocational Training,

Malmstrom Air Force Base
The center of the largest intercontinental ballistic
missile complex in the world is located just east of Great
Falls.

Manned by over 6,000 military and 500 civilian per

sonnel, Malmstrom Air Force Base is the largest military base
in Montana and one of the key Strategic Air Command bases in
the Northwest.

Malmstrom is the headcyjarters of the 813th.

Strategic Aerospace Division, and the 341st. Strategic Missile
Wing whose mission it is to operate the underground Minuteman
sites in Montana.

The base also houses an Air Defense SAGE

direction center, a fighter squadron, and various other sup
porting tenant units. (4s11)
Statistics (4:12)
Population:
Great Falls Metropolitan Area Cascade County -

I960
Census

Current
Estimate

55,357
57,624
73,418

62,607
72,190
78,000

Climate:
o
July Average - 69.0
January Average - 23.6°
Growing Season - 139 days
Prevailing wind - In a southwest direction
- At 13.7 mph for a yearly average
Average Precipitation — 15.21 in. per year

General!
Hospitals
Churches
Youth Centers
Hotels
Motels
Government

- Mayor and City Council -

Market Data
Retail Sales
No. of Households
Effective Buying
Income—Total
•—Per Capita
—Household

Great Falls

3
59
3
32
36
15 Alderman

Cascade County

$129,688,000
19,700

$141,072,000
24,800

$149,465,000
$2,403
$7,587

$185,481,000
$2,565
$7,479

Employment
Major Industry Category (Excluding Military, Proprietors,
and Self-Employed)
Average 1960 to 1964
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation — Utilities
Wholesale — Retail
Finance — Real Estate
Service — Miscellaneous
Average

2,700
3,600
2,200
5,600
1,300
4.000
2£,JOi,

Agriculture
Farms — ranches in Cascade County
Land area
Acerage value of land and building
Average size
Number of irrigated farms
Total irrigated acreage
Population density — Cascade County

1,033
2,673
sq
$78,140
1,502.3
287
13,737
27.6/sq

SITE
J

This section is a study of the actual site conditions
where the retirement home is to be built.
Orientation
The site is located between 10th and 12th streets, and
between 15th Avenue South and Summit Avenue in Great Falls,
Montana. (See Fig. 11)

The site has never been built on and

there will be no problem of removing any existing structures.
The Missouri River is well below the site elevation and there
is no chance of flood dangers as some sections of Great Falls
have previously experienced.

The area of the site covered by

the retirement home can take up as much as two city blocks
depending on the type of structure, or structures, chosen.
(See Fig. 10)

,

Topography and Vegetation
The site is located on a small ridge overlooking the.
I

city.

The ridge slopes down to the south and north, and the

site is just below the crest of the north slope.

The general

land surface is fairly rough and will require some landscaping
considerations.
The existing vegetation consists of grass and a few small
shrubs.

No trees exist on the site, but on adjacent sites

trees have been grown with success.
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Access
The access to the many facilities within
important factor in site selection.

the city is an

The following discussion

is a study of the accessability of different facilities from
the proposed site.
General
The following list of facilities and their related
services are numbered so that they can be located on the map
of Fig. 11.

It is not intended that all such facilities in

the city be indicated, but rather that those facilities most
likely to be used by residents of the proposed retirement
home be located.
A.

Entertainment and Recreation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Indoor movie theaters
Outdoor movie theaters
Fair Grounds
Parks
C. M. Russell Gallery
Swimming pools
Boating facilities
Ice skating
Golf course
Hunting and fishing within 30 miles of the city.
(Not shown on the map)
11. American Legion Baseball Park

B.

Shopping Facilities
12. Grocery stores
13. Shopping centers (Includes all types of shopping)

C.

Medical Facilities
14.
15.
16.
17.

Hospitals
Clinics
Convelesent Hospital
Nursing Home

D.

Religious Facilities (There are 59 different
religious denominations in Great Falls
none of which will be indicated on the map)

E.

Public Buildings
18.
19.
20.
21.

F.

Transportation
22.
23.
24.
25.

G.

Library
County Court House
Civic Center
Post Office

Bus depot
Train depot
International Airport
Taxicabs (There are five taxicab companies in
the city, none of which will be indicated on
the map)

Service Facilities (There are many service facilities
such as laundering, ironing, dry cleaning, etc.
with pick-up and delivery service available, none
of which will be indicated on the map.)

Utilities
The site is in the city limits and therefore water, sewer,
and garbage disposal facilities are readily available.

Elec

tricity and natural gas are also available. The streets
surrounding the site are not yet paved, but this problem can
be solved through proper city government channels.
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Views
As a general view description, Great Falls is located in
a small valley surrounded by relatively flat topped hills as
high as 300 feet above the city.

The Missouri and Sun Rivers

wind through the valley and cut through the west end of the
city.

The city has expanded mainly in the east and west

directions and it is approximately twice as long as it is wide.
Distant Views
All distant views from the city start with either farmed
or grass covered prairie, with only the north view not having
mountains on the far distant horizon.

On the west is the

continental divide with mountains within 30 miles of Great
Falls.

To the south, the Big Belt Mountains can be seen at

a distance of 60 miles.

The eastern view of the mountains

consists of the Little Belts and are about 40 miles away.
(See Fig. 12, 13, 14, and 15)
Immediate View
The immediate view to the north is of vacant residential
lots for a distance of four blocks.

Six blocks to the north

is the Tenth Avenue business district where shopping centers,
service stations, restaurants, and many other business estab
lishments are locateo.

Across Tenth Avenue can be seen an

older resiuential district with many trees growing along the
boulevards.

This view takes in the original townsite and at

Fig. 12 View To North

Fig* 13

View To South

Fig. 15

View To West

night the lights of the city make an interesting panorama for
an observer standing on the proposed building site# (See Fig.12)
The immediate view to the south takes in the new County
Convalescent Hospital, and residential lots most of which are
now vacant.

The County Convalescent Hospital is located just

across Summit Avenue from the proposed building site.
(See Fig. 13)
The eastern view is of the Sunnysiae Hights residential
addition.

The residences are modern buildings having been

built in the last five years. Like the southern and western
views, this view does not include many trees due to the new
ness of the land development. (See Fig. 14)
The view to the west takes in a district of sparsely
developed residential land.

The buildings in this area are

older residences and probably will be removed as the area
redevelopes. (See Fig. 15)

Zoning R e g u l a t i o n s
The proposed site is in a

MCM

Residence District.

The

following zoning regulations have been taken from the Great
Falls Zoning Ordinance booklet.
"CM Residence

District:

In any "C" Residence District, except as here
inafter provided, no buildings or premises shall be
used and no building shall be erected or altered
except for one or more of the following uses:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
3.

Any use permitted in "A" and "B" Residence Dis
tricts.
Apartment houses and multiple dwellings, not
exceeding seventeen (17) families per lot.
Apartment hotels.
Fraternity houses.
Hospitals.
Public service substations.
Telephone exchanges.
Police.

"A" Area District:
Building Areas: No building with its accessory
buildings shall be erected or altered, so as to
occupy more than forty-five per cent (45/o) of the
area of a corner lot nor more than thirty-five
percent (35%) of the area of an interior lot.
Rear Yards: Every building shall have a rear yard,
the depth of which shall not be less than fifteen
feet (15*) for lots less than one hundred fity feet
(150*) in depth and not less than twenty-five feet
(25') for lots one hundred fifty feet (150*) and
over.
Side Yards: Two (2) side yards shall be provided
on every lot. The width of each side yard shall not
be less than six feet (61). The sum of the widths of
the two (2) side yards shall in no case be less than
twenty-four per cent (24%) of the width of the lot.
Provided however, that in the rear of a line fifty
feet (50') from the front lot line it shall be
permissible to attach a small garage to a residence.
However, the outer wall of said garage shall not be
closer than two feet (21) to the side lot line.
Inner Courts: The least dimension of an inner
court at its lowest level shall be not less than
ten feet (10*). In no case shall such least dimen
sion be less than one-third (l/3) the height of the
building. The minimum area of an inner court shall
be not less than twice the square of its required
least dimension.

Outer Courts: The least dimension of an outer
court at its lowest level shall be not less than ten
feet (101). In no case shall such least dimension
be less than one-third (l/3) the height of the build
ing.
Traffic Pattern
The majority of Great Falls' streets are layed out in a

*

rectangular grid system with streets running north and south,
and avenues running east and west. (See Fig. 11)
Three major highways pass through the city.

A new inter

state highway is now being built which passes through the west
end of the city. All directional automobile travel is readily
available on U.S. 87, 39, and 91. (See Fig. 16)
Sun Annies
(See Fig. 17)
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Fip. 16 Major traffic
routes for Great Falls
COURTESY OF MONTANA
HIGHWAY COMMISSION 66

SUN ANGLES FOR GREAT FALLS
SUN ALTITUDE
AT 8-00 AM
12 00, a 5-00 P .M.
DECEMBER

SUN AZIMUTH
AT 8:00 AM.
12-00, & 5-00 RM.
N
W

12
8

62*

20

2* 8

N
MARCH &
SEPTEMBER

W
79'

67*

N
JUNE

W
5-r

E

83*

F3p.17 Sun angles for Great Falls, Montana
LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
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